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Introduction to Econometrics 2015 for courses in introductory econometrics engaging
applications bring the theory and practice of modern econometrics to life ensure students
grasp the relevance of econometrics with introduction to econometrics the text that connects
modern theory and practice with motivating engaging applications the third edition update
maintains a focus on currency while building on the philosophy that applications should drive
the theory not the other way around this program provides a better teaching and learning
experience for you and your students here s how personalized learning with myeconlab
recommendations to help students better prepare for class quizzes and exams and ultimately
achieve improved comprehension in the course keeping it current with new and updated
discussions on topics of particular interest to today s students presenting consistency
through theory that matches application offering a full array of pedagogical features note you
are purchasing a standalone product myeconlab does not come packaged with this content if
you would like to purchase both the physical text and myeconlab search for isbn 10
0133595420 isbn 13 9780133595420 that package includes isbn 10 0133486877 isbn 13
9780133486872 and isbn 10 0133487679 isbn 13 9780133487671 myeconlab is not a self
paced technology and should only be purchased when required by an instructor
Introduction to Econometrics 2018-09-28 ensure students grasp the relevance of
econometrics with introduction to econometrics the text that connects modern theory and
practice with motivating engaging applications the 4th edition maintains a focus on currency
while building on the philosophy that applications should drive the theory not the other way
around the text incorporates real world questions and data and methods that are immediately
relevant to the applications with very large data sets increasingly being used in economics
and related fields a new chapter dedicated to big data helps students learn about this
growing and exciting area this coverage and approach make the subject come alive for
students and helps them to become sophisticated consumers of econometrics publisher s
description
Introduction to Econometrics 2003 designed for a first course in introductory econometrics
introduction to econometrics reflects modern theory and practice with interesting
applications that motivate and match up with the theory to ensure students grasp the
relevance of econometrics authors james h stock and mark w watson integrate real world
questions and data into the development of the theory with serious treatment of the
substantive findings of the resulting empirical analysis
Introduction to Econometrics 2003 designed for a first course in introductory
econometrics introduction to econometrics reflects modern theory and practice with
interesting applications that motivate and match up with the theory to ensure students grasp
the relevance of econometrics authors james h stock and mark w watson integrate real world
questions and data into the development of the theory with serious treatment of the
substantive findings of the resulting empirical analysis
Econometric Modelling of Stock Market Intraday Activity 2013-11-11 over the past 25 years
applied econometrics has undergone tremen dous changes with active developments in fields
of research such as time series labor econometrics financial econometrics and simulation
based methods time series analysis has been an active field of research since the seminal
work by box and jenkins 1976 who introduced a gen eral framework in which time series can
be analyzed in the world of financial econometrics and the application of time series
techniques the arch model of engle 1982 has shifted the focus from the modelling of the
process in itself to the modelling of the volatility of the process in less than 15 years it has
become one of the most successful fields of 1 applied econometric research with hundreds of
published papers as an alternative to the arch modelling of the volatility taylor 1986 intro
duced the stochastic volatility model whose features are quite similar to the arch
specification but which involves an unobserved or latent component for the volatility while
being more difficult to estimate than usual garch models stochastic volatility models have
found numerous applications in the modelling of volatility and more particularly in the
econometric part of option pricing formulas although modelling volatil ity is one of the best
known examples of applied financial econometrics other topics factor models present value
relationships term structure 2 models were also successfully tackled
Econometrics, Update PDF ebook, Global Edtion 2015-12-09 the full text downloaded to
your computer with ebooks you can search for key concepts words and phrases make
highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends ebooks are downloaded to
your computer and accessible either offline through the bookshelf available as a free
download available online and also via the ipad and android apps upon purchase you ll gain
instant access to this ebook time limit the ebooks products do not have an expiry date you
will continue to access your digital ebook products whilst you have your bookshelf installed



for courses in introductory econometrics ensure students grasp the relevance of
econometrics with introduction to econometrics the text that connects modern theory and
practice with motivating engaging applications the 3rd edition update maintains a focus on
currency while building on the philosophy that applications should drive the theory not the
other way around this program provides a better teaching and learning experience for you
and your students here s how keeping it current with new and updated discussions on topics
of particular interest to today s students presenting consistency through theory that matches
application offering a full array of pedagogical features
Stock Market Equilibrium and Macroeconomic Fundamentals 1997-01-01 this paper
examines the efficiency of the stock exchange of singapore and the relationship between the
stock market and the overall economy using a wide range of methods for testing market
efficiency the paper establishes that the singapore stock market is both weakly and semi
strongly efficient in asset pricing terms but not strongly efficient granger causality tests
based on the efficiency test results indicate that developments in the stock market appear to
be systematically related to the overall economy in singapore and can thus serve as a leading
indicator of its intertemporal behavior
Introduction to Econometrics 2008 gerald p dwyer jr and r w hafer the articles and
commentaries included in this volume were presented at the federal reserve bank of st louis
thirteenth annual economic policy conference held on october 21 22 1988 the conference
focused on the behavior of asset market prices a topic of increasing interest to both the
popular press and to academic journals as the bull market of the 1980s continued the events
that transpired during october 1987 both in the united states and abroad provide an
informative setting to test alter native theories in assembling the papers presented during
this conference we asked the authors to explore the issue of asset pricing and financial
market behavior from several vantages was the crash evidence of the bursting of a
speculative bubble do we know enough about the work ings of asset markets to hazard an
intelligent guess why they dropped so dramatically in such a brief time do we know enough to
propose regulatory changes that will prevent any such occurrence in the future or do we
want to even if we can we think that the articles and commentaries contained in this volume
provide significant insight to inform and to answer such questions the article by behzad diba
surveys existing theoretical and empirical research on rational bubbles in asset prices
The Stock Market: Bubbles, Volatility, and Chaos 2013-03-09 r is a language and environment
for data analysis and graphics it may be considered an implementation of s an award winning
language initially veloped at bell laboratories since the late 1970s the r project was initiated
by robert gentleman and ross ihaka at the university of auckland new zealand in the early
1990s and has been developed by an international team since mid 1997 historically
econometricians have favored other computing environments some of which have fallen by
the wayside and also a variety of packages with canned routines we believe that r has great
potential in econometrics both for research and for teaching there are at least three reasons
for this 1 r is mostly platform independent and runs on microsoft windows the mac family of
operating systems and various avors of unix linux and also on some more exotic platforms 2 r
is free software that can be downloaded and installed at no cost from a family of mirror sites
around the globe the comprehensive r archive network cran hence students can easily install
it on their own machines 3 r is open source software so that the full source code is available
and can be inspected to understand what it really does learn from it and modify and extend it
we also like to think that platform independence and the open source philosophy make r an
ideal environment for reproducible econometric research
Applied Econometrics with R 2008-12-10 this new edition of the hugely successful
quantitative financial economics has been revised and updated to reflect the most recent
theoretical and econometric empirical advances in the financial markets it provides an
introduction to models of economic behaviour in financial markets focusing on discrete time
series analysis emphasis is placed on theory testing and explaining real world issues the new
edition will include updated charts and cases studies new companion website allowing
students to put theory into practice and to test their knowledge through questions and
answers chapters on monte carlo simulation bootstrapping and market microstructure
Quantitative Financial Economics 2005-05-05 this book reviews the latest econophysics
researches on the fluctuations in stock forex and other markets the statistical modeling of
markets using various agent based game theoretical approaches and their scaling analysis
have been discussed the leading researchers in these fields have reported on their recent
work and also reviewed the contemporary literature some historical perspectives as well as
some comments and debates on recent issues in econophysics research have also been
included



Econophysics of Stock and other Markets 2007-12-31 this four volume handbook covers
important concepts and tools used in the fields of financial econometrics mathematics
statistics and machine learning econometric methods have been applied in asset pricing
corporate finance international finance options and futures risk management and in stress
testing for financial institutions this handbook discusses a variety of econometric methods
including single equation multiple regression simultaneous equation regression and panel
data analysis among others it also covers statistical distributions such as the binomial and log
normal distributions in light of their applications to portfolio theory and asset management in
addition to their use in research regarding options and futures contracts in both theory and
methodology we need to rely upon mathematics which includes linear algebra geometry
differential equations stochastic differential equation ito calculus optimization constrained
optimization and others these forms of mathematics have been used to derive capital market
line security market line capital asset pricing model option pricing model portfolio analysis
and others in recent times an increased importance has been given to computer technology
in financial research different computer languages and programming techniques are
important tools for empirical research in finance hence simulation machine learning big data
and financial payments are explored in this handbook led by distinguished professor cheng
few lee from rutgers university this multi volume work integrates theoretical methodological
and practical issues based on his years of academic and industry experience
Handbook Of Financial Econometrics, Mathematics, Statistics, And Machine Learning (In 4
Volumes) 2020-07-30 bali engle and murray have produced a highly accessible introduction
to the techniques and evidence of modern empirical asset pricing this book should be read
and absorbed by every serious student of the field academic and professional eugene fama
robert r mccormick distinguished service professor of finance university of chicago and 2013
nobel laureate in economic sciences the empirical analysis of the cross section of stock
returns is a monumental achievement of half a century of finance research both the
established facts and the methods used to discover them have subtle complexities that can
mislead casual observers and novice researchers bali engle and murray s clear and careful
guide to these issues provides a firm foundation for future discoveries john campbell morton l
and carole s olshan professor of economics harvard university bali engle and murray provide
clear and accessible descriptions of many of the most important empirical techniques and
results in asset pricing kenneth r french roth family distinguished professor of finance tuck
school of business dartmouth college this exciting new book presents a thorough review of
what we know about the cross section of stock returns given its comprehensive nature
systematic approach and easy to understand language the book is a valuable resource for any
introductory phd class in empirical asset pricing lubos pastor charles p mcquaid professor of
finance university of chicago empirical asset pricing the cross section of stock returns is a
comprehensive overview of the most important findings of empirical asset pricing research
the book begins with thorough expositions of the most prevalent econometric techniques with
in depth discussions of the implementation and interpretation of results illustrated through
detailed examples the second half of the book applies these techniques to demonstrate the
most salient patterns observed in stock returns the phenomena documented form the basis
for a range of investment strategies as well as the foundations of contemporary empirical
asset pricing research empirical asset pricing the cross section of stock returns also includes
discussions on the driving forces behind the patterns observed in the stock market an
extensive set of results that serve as a reference for practitioners and academics alike
numerous references to both contemporary and foundational research articles empirical
asset pricing the cross section of stock returns is an ideal textbook for graduate level courses
in asset pricing and portfolio management the book is also an indispensable reference for
researchers and practitioners in finance and economics turan g bali phd is the robert parker
chair professor of finance in the mcdonough school of business at georgetown university the
recipient of the 2014 jack treynor prize he is the coauthor of mathematical methods for
finance tools for asset and risk management also published by wiley robert f engle phd is the
michael armellino professor of finance in the stern school of business at new york university
he is the 2003 nobel laureate in economic sciences director of the new york university stern
volatility institute and co founding president of the society for financial econometrics scott
murray phd is an assistant professor in the department of finance in the j mack robinson
college of business at georgia state university he is the recipient of the 2014 jack treynor
prize
Empirical Asset Pricing 2016-04-04 this 2005 volume contains the papers presented in honor
of the lifelong achievements of thomas j rothenberg on the occasion of his retirement the
authors of the chapters include many of the leading econometricians of our day and the



chapters address topics of current research significance in econometric theory the chapters
cover four themes identification and efficient estimation in econometrics asymptotic
approximations to the distributions of econometric estimators and tests inference involving
potentially nonstationary time series such as processes that might have a unit autoregressive
root and nonparametric and semiparametric inference several of the chapters provide
overviews and treatments of basic conceptual issues while others advance our understanding
of the properties of existing econometric procedures and or propose others specific topics
include identification in nonlinear models inference with weak instruments tests for
nonstationary in time series and panel data generalized empirical likelihood estimation and
the bootstrap
Identification and Inference for Econometric Models 2005-07-04 this book makes two key
contributions to empirical finance first it provides a comprehensive analysis of the thai stock
market second it presents an excellent exposition ofhow modem econometric techniques can
be utilised to understand a market the increasing globalisation of the world s financial
markets has made our un derstanding of the risk return relationship in a broader range of
markets critical this is particularly so in emerging markets where market depth and liquidity
are major issues one such emerging market is thailand the thai capital market isof particular
interest given that it was the market in which the asian financial crises commenced as such
an understanding ofthe thai capital market via study of the pre and post crisis periods
enables one to shed light on one of the major financial markets events of recent times this
book provides a quantitative analysis of the thai capital market using some very useful and
recent econometric techniques the book provides an over view of the thai stock market in
chapter 2 descriptive statistics and time series models moving average exponential
smoothing arima are presented in chap ter 3 followed by market efficiency tests based on
autocorrelations in chapter 4 a richer set of models is then considered in chapters 5 through
8 chapter 5 finds a cointegrating relationship between macroeconomic factors and stock
returns
Empirical Finance 2012-12-06 empirical studies on volatility in international stock markets
describes the existing techniques for the measurement and estimation of volatility in
international stock markets with emphasis on the sv model and its empirical application
eugenie hol develops various extensions of the sv model which allow for additional variables
in both the mean and the variance equation in addition the forecasting performance of sv
models is compared not only to that of the well established garch model but also to implied
volatility and so called realised volatility models which are based on intraday volatility
measures the intended readers are financial professionals who seek to obtain more accurate
volatility forecasts and wish to gain insight about state of the art volatility modelling
techniques and their empirical value and academic researchers and students who are
interested in financial market volatility and want to obtain an updated overview of the various
methods available in this area
Empirical Studies on Volatility in International Stock Markets 2013-03-09 this essay
collection focuses on the relationship between continuous time models and autoregressive
conditionally heteroskedastic arch models and applications for the first time modelling stock
market volatility provides new insights about the links between these two models and new
work on practical estimation methods for continuous time models featuring the pioneering
scholarship of daniel nelson the text presents research about the discrete time model
continuous time limits and optimal filtering of arch models and the specification and
estimation of continuous time processes this work will lead to a rapid growth in their
empirical application as they are increasingly subjected to routine specification testing
provides for the first time new insights on the links between continuous time and arch models
collects seminal scholarship by some of the most renowned researchers in finance and
econometrics captures complex arguments underlying the approximation and proper
statistical modelling of continuous time volatility dynamics
Capital Stock Growth 1971 the past twenty years have seen an extraordinary growth in the
use of quantitative methods in financial markets finance professionals now routinely use
sophisticated statistical techniques in portfolio management proprietary trading risk
management financial consulting and securities regulation this graduate level textbook is
intended for phd students advanced mba students and industry professionals interested in
the econometrics of financial modeling the book covers the entire spectrum of empirical
finance including the predictability of asset returns tests of the random walk hypothesis the
microstructure of securities markets event analysis the capital asset pricing model and the
arbitrage pricing theory the term structure of interest rates dynamic models of economic
equilibrium and nonlinear financial models such as arch neural networks statistical fractals



and chaos theory each chapter develops statistical techniques within the context of a
particular financial application this exciting new text contains a unique and accessible
combination of theory and practice bringing state of the art statistical techniques to the
forefront of financial applications each chapter also includes a discussion of recent empirical
evidence for example the rejection of the random walk hypothesis as well as problems
designed to help readers incorporate what they have read into their own applications
The Random Character of Stock Market Prices 1967 statistical demand analysis
statistical production and cost analysis the distribution of income and wealth statistical
models of economic growth and trade cycles applications in macroeconomics
Modelling Stock Market Volatility 1996-11-19 risk and return in asian emerging markets
offers readers a firm insight into the risk and return characteristics of leading asian emerging
market participants by comparing and contrasting behavioral model variables with predictive
forecasting methods
The Econometrics of Financial Markets 2012-06-28 this book provides a broad mature and
systematic introduction to current financial econometric models and their applications to
modeling and prediction of financial time series data it utilizes real world examples and real
financial data throughout the book to apply the models and methods described the author
begins with basic characteristics of financial time series data before covering three main
topics analysis and application of univariate financial time series the return series of multiple
assets bayesian inference in finance methods key features of the new edition include
additional coverage of modern day topics such as arbitrage pair trading realized volatility and
credit risk modeling a smooth transition from s plus to r and expanded empirical financial
data sets the overall objective of the book is to provide some knowledge of financial time
series introduce some statistical tools useful for analyzing these series and gain experience in
financial applications of various econometric methods
Introduction to Econometrics 2016 this work is an exploration of the global market
dynamics their intrinsic natures common trends and dynamic interlinkages during the stock
market crises over the last twelve years the study isolates different phases of crisis and
differentiates between any crisis that remains confined to the region and those that take up a
global dimension the latent structure of the global stock market the inter regional and intra
regional stock market dynamics around the crises are analyzed to get a complete picture of
the structure of the global stock market the study further probing into the inherent nature of
the global stock market in generating crisis finds the global market to be chaotic thus making
the system intrinsically unstable or at best to follow knife edge stability the findings have
significant bearing at theoretical level and on policy decisions
Introduction to Econometrics CourseCompass Student Access Kit 2002-08-01
quantitative financial economics stocks bonds and foreign exchange quantitative techniques
in finance have become vitally important to academics and professionals in the financial
markets looking to gain a more profitable edge quantitative financial economics provides a
comprehensive introduction to models of economic behaviour in financial markets focusing
on discrete time series analysis it covers the most recent theoretical and econometric
advances in the field including models of noise trader behaviour and short termism rational
and intrinsic bubbles chaos and time varying risk non stationarity and cointegration rational
expectations arch and garch models the author demonstrates how competing theoretical
models may be tested and provides illustrative empirical results and theories from the stock
bond and foreign exchange markets with a judicious blend of theory and practice quantitative
financial economics progresses from simple to more complex theoretical models and
empirical tests making it accessible to both students and practitioners undertaking research
into the behaviour of asset returns and prices
An Introduction to Econometrics 1962 since a vast number of investment funds are available
at the market it may be difficult for investors to figure out which fund might serve their needs
the best especially in times where the uncertainty in the market increases it might be even
more important to figure out how investment funds response to such volatility shocks
volatility as a risk measure may not be constant over time but tight connected to the market
risk in contrast hence the exploration of the investment fund s volatility response to shocks in
the stock market may give a deeper understanding of what the actual risk of an investor
might be
Risk and Return in Asian Emerging Markets 2014-08-13 this collection of original
articles 8 years in the making shines a bright light on recent advances in financial
econometrics from a survey of mathematical and statistical tools for understanding nonlinear
markov processes to an exploration of the time series evolution of the risk return tradeoff for
stock market investment noted scholars yacine aït sahalia and lars peter hansen benchmark



the current state of knowledge while contributors build a framework for its growth whether
in the presence of statistical uncertainty or the proven advantages and limitations of value at
risk models readers will discover that they can set few constraints on the value of this long
awaited volume presents a broad survey of current research from local characterizations of
the markov process dynamics to financial market trading activity contributors include nobel
laureate robert engle and leading econometricians offers a clarity of method and explanation
unavailable in other financial econometrics collections
Analysis of Financial Time Series 2010-10-26 a comprehensive introduction to the
statistical and econometric methods for analyzing high frequency financial data high
frequency trading is an algorithm based computerized trading practice that allows firms to
trade stocks in milliseconds over the last fifteen years the use of statistical and econometric
methods for analyzing high frequency financial data has grown exponentially this growth has
been driven by the increasing availability of such data the technological advancements that
make high frequency trading strategies possible and the need of practitioners to analyze
these data this comprehensive book introduces readers to these emerging methods and tools
of analysis yacine aït sahalia and jean jacod cover the mathematical foundations of stochastic
processes describe the primary characteristics of high frequency financial data and present
the asymptotic concepts that their analysis relies on aït sahalia and jacod also deal with
estimation of the volatility portion of the model including methods that are robust to market
microstructure noise and address estimation and testing questions involving the jump part of
the model as they demonstrate the practical importance and relevance of jumps in financial
data are universally recognized but only recently have econometric methods become
available to rigorously analyze jump processes aït sahalia and jacod approach high frequency
econometrics with a distinct focus on the financial side of matters while maintaining
technical rigor which makes this book invaluable to researchers and practitioners alike
Anatomy of Global Stock Market Crashes 2012-01-05 presents a selection of the most
important articles in the field of financial econometrics starting with a review of the
philosophical background this collection covers such topics as the random walk hypothesis
long memory processes asset pricing arbitrage pricing theory variance bounds tests term
structure models and more
Quantitative Financial Economics 1996-10-08 this best selling textbook addresses the need
for an introduction to econometrics specifically written for finance students key features
thoroughly revised and updated including two new chapters on panel data and limited
dependent variable models problem solving approach assumes no prior knowledge of
econometrics emphasising intuition rather than formulae giving students the skills and
confidence to estimate and interpret models detailed examples and case studies from finance
show students how techniques are applied in real research sample instructions and output
from the popular computer package eviews enable students to implement models themselves
and understand how to interpret results gives advice on planning and executing a project in
empirical finance preparing students for using econometrics in practice covers important
modern topics such as time series forecasting volatility modelling switching models and
simulation methods thoroughly class tested in leading finance schools bundle with eviews
student version 6 available please contact us for more details
Volatility Analysis and Asset Pricing of Stock Portfolios 2009 taking a modern approach to the
subject this text provides students with a solid grounding in econometrics using non technical
language wherever possible
Handbook of Financial Econometrics 2009-10-19 selected essays from the eminent economist
wynne godley tracing the development of his work and illuminating the key theories and
models that made his name essays focus not only on the stock flow coherent approach but
also lay out godley s views about the european union and the stability of its monetary policy
High-Frequency Financial Econometrics 2014-07-21 an empirical investigation of stock
markets the ccf approach attempts to make an empirical contribution to the literature on the
movements of stock prices in major economies i e germany japan the uk and the usa
specifically the cross correlation function ccf approach is used to analyze the stock market
this volume provides some empirical evidence regarding the economic linkages among a
group of different countries chapter 2 and chapter 3 analyze the international linkage of
stock prices among germany japan the uk and the usa chapter 2 applies the standard
approach whereas chapter 3 uses the ccf approach chapter 4 analyzes the relationship
between stock prices and exchange rates chapter 5 analyzes the relationship among stock
prices exchange rates and real economic activities chapter 6 summarizes the main results
obtained in each chapter and comments on the possible directions of future research
Static Asset-pricing Models 2007 this volume presents techniques and theories drawn



from mathematics statistics computer science and information science to analyze problems in
business economics finance insurance and related fields the authors present proposals for
solutions to common problems in related fields to this end they are showing the use of
mathematical statistical and actuarial modeling and concepts from data science to construct
and apply appropriate models with real life data and employ the design and implementation
of computer algorithms to evaluate decision making processes this book is unique as it
associates data science data scientists coming from different backgrounds with some basic
and advanced concepts and tools used in econometrics operational research and actuarial
sciences it therefore is a must read for scholars students and practitioners interested in a
better understanding of the techniques and theories of these fields
Introductory Econometrics for Finance 2008-05-22 gain an understanding of how
econometrics can answer today s questions in business policy evaluation and forecasting with
wooldridge s introductory econometrics a modern approach 7e this edition s practical yet
professional approach demonstrates how econometrics has moved beyond a set of abstract
tools to become genuinely useful for answering questions across a variety of disciplines
information is organized around the type of data being analyzed using a systematic approach
that only introduces assumptions as they are needed this makes the material easier to
understand and ultimately leads to better econometric practices packed with relevant
applications this edition incorporates more than 100 intriguing data sets in different formats
updates introduce the latest developments in the field including recent advances in the so
called causal effects or treatment effects literature for an understanding of the impact and
importance of econometrics today important notice media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version
Introduction to Econometrics 2011-03-03 this manuscript is about the joint dynamics of
stock returns and trading volume it grew out of my attempt to construct an intertemporal
asset pricing model with rational agents which can explain the relation between volume
volatility and persistence of stock return documented in empirical literature most part of the
manuscript is taken from my thesis i wish to express my deep appreciation to peter kugler
and benedikt poetscher my advisors of the thesis for their invaluable guidance and support i
wish to thank gerhard orosel and gerhard sorger for their encouraging and helpful
discussions finally my thanks go to george tauchen who has been generous in giving me the
benefit of his numerical and computational experience in providing me with programs and in
his encouragement contents 1 introduction 1 7 2 efficient stock markets equilibrium models
of asset pricing 8 2 1 2 1 1 the martigale model of stock prices 8 2 1 2 lucas consumption
based asset pricing model 9 2 2 econometric tests of the efficient market hypothesis 13 2 2 1
autocorrelation based tests 14 16 2 2 2 volatility tests time varying expected returns 25 2 2 3
3 the informational role of volume 29 3 1 standard grossman stiglitz model 31 3 2 the no trad
result of the beo model 34 a model with nontradable asset 37 3 3 4 volume and volatility of
stock returns 43 4 1 empirical and numerical results 45 4
The Stock-Flow Consistent Approach 2011-12-12
An Empirical Investigation of Stock Markets 2012-12-06
Advances in Econometrics, Operational Research, Data Science and Actuarial
Studies 2022-01-17
Introductory Econometrics: A Modern Approach 2019-01-04
An Introduction to Econometrics 2023
Volume and the Nonlinear Dynamics of Stock Returns 2012-12-06
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